


Hello Ardent Students of the Past and Present,

 
I have stumbled on to quite an amazing f ind.  It goes by the mysterious title of

Radius of the Lost Arc - Science Revue 2008
and yes, it is every bit as spectacular as the myths suggest!

My research has unearthed clue upon clue, but I am still struggling with one very 

important question: what has happened to Dr Jones!?

I hope that you might join my in my search, for although I have faith that the 

Good Guys always win, it wouldn’t be a story without apparent danger!

Firstly though, I believe some thanks are in order for those who have gone before 

you:
First and foremost, thank you to Michael Easton and the Seymour Theatre Cen-

tre for aiding this production. A show without a theatre is nothing and the members 

of the Science Revue are eternally grateful for the opportunity to strut their stuff. 

To the University of Sydney Union, you have provided the Science Revue 

with so much support throughout the year. In particular, thanks to Alice Work-

man for coordinating the Sydney University Revue Season. 

Also thanks to Alice, and to Angus Templeton, for running brilliant workshops on 

the cast camp. To AJ, the website looks brilliant so thank you.  

A special thank you to Angela and Pamela in the C and S off ice for your 

help, support, advice, laughter and patience. Enjoy the t-shirts, and the show!

And lastly, a big thanks to the Faculty of Science for believing in the vision 

for the Science Revue – three years later it’s still here, bigger and better 

than ever!

Now, please f ind enclosed, to help you with your search, all of the textual 

evidence that I have collected. And of course,

Enjoy the Show!!

Science Revue proudly supports

The Science Revue Society would like to thank our sponsors
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Oh you made it? Excellent, excellent. 
Please, sit down, take a load off 
and let us indulge your fantasies 
with the Science Revue society’s 
third annual performance! 

(pause for applause) 

First let us take the time to introduce our-
selves. We are Nick Starte and Alistair Magee (simultaneously) 
and we are the directors of this show. As directors it would 
be easy for us to take all the credit for what we have spent a 
large part of this year creating, but that would be dishonest 
and greatly unappreciative to all the wonderful people that 
have also put their bloody sweat and sweaty tears into this 
show (also, if the show flops, we’re taking as many people down 
with us as possible!). From our meagre beginnings with ‘anyone 
may attend‘ acting workshops, to auditions and the all impor-
tant mid-year camp, finally reaching the main rehearsal period 
and product of our labours, the support we have received from 
those involved and those interested in the show has been phe-
nomenal. 

First and foremost, we would like give a special thank you to 
our cast… our massive cast, each and every one of which has 
given their full support and devoted so much time and effort 
to put on what you are about to watch, often to the sacrifice 
of their own studies and social life (speaking of studies, how 
many assessments have you had extended to next week again 
Alistair?). 

Secondly we would like to thank our fabulous production team 
and society executives, including our exceedingly talent music 
directors Mark and Terry, our spectacular choreographers Lia, 
Yasmin and Stacey and of course our mind blowingly fantabu-
lous video director Tom. These fine people have made our job 
infinitely easier, letting us focus on the creative side of the 
show by taking care of all those surprisingly important little 
things that creative people are completely oblivious to (like 
funding… what the hell is that?). At the head of this team, super 
special 5 star mention has to go to our spectacular Producer 
Pat Allen, and also Paul Sztajer who took on Pat’s role while 
he was away in the last couple of weeks leading up to the show 



(insert angry grumbling at Pat‘s expense here). Throughout the 
entire year Pat has been a fantastic figure head for the soci-
ety, making sure that everyone knows they’re part in the team 
and showing appreciation to everyone who has helped out, while 
never once complaining about the masses of work he himself has 
done for the show. Without Pat, this show would not have made it 
onto the stage.

And thirdly, we would like to thank our awesome support group 
including our back stage crew and well-being team. Well-be-
ing fed us at camp and during show time, and our back stage 
crew made sure to clean up the mess our creative juices have 
splurged onto the Seymour stage.

Going into the show, our main goal was to give those involved 
an experience that they would perhaps not otherwise be exposed 
to. So while creating an awesome show was a high priority for 
us, making sure that everyone involved enjoyed the experience 
was the most important thing in our minds. Towards the end this 
got harder and harder to maintain as the gravity of actually 
putting on a show that would meet the standards of out many 
devoted science revue fans began to creep into our minds. For-
tunately for us as directors, our complimenting comedic styles, 
easily described as awkward and random (we’ll let you decide 
who was who) meant that we worked together extremely well, but 
when you spend as much time together as we have over the past 
months… well lets just say we’ll be taking a bit of a break from 
each other after this.

Finally, an extra special mention must go to our ex-co-director 
Julian Gibbons. Due to his untimely departure to study at Cam-
bridge university, he had to give up his position, but his ef-
forts and devotion to the show, especially in the first semester 
of this year deserve exceptional credit. We all wish him the 
best of luck overseas and will miss him greatly. 

Wait, is it getting darker in here? Oh no, we’ve gone on too long, 
the show is starting!

And now, without any further proof, you have the data, we’ve 
shown you our inductive reasoning, now prepare to witness the 
results of our social experiment. 

Welcome to the 2008 science revue, “Radius of the Lost Arc”!



Producer’s Notes

Welcome to the 2008 Sydney University Science 
Revue!

I’d like to start off by thanking you for coming 
and I hope that you enjoy the show as much as 
we’ve enjoyed bringing it all together.  This show 
is the culmination of almost a year’s work for 
many of us.  2008 has been such an exciting year 
for the Sydney University Science Revue – it amaz-
es me how much the society has evolved over the 
last 2 years!  This kind of change doesn’t just hap-
pen easily either – we have a huge bunch of people to thank 
for our successes over the past 12 months!  Firstly, thank you 
to the executive and production team from last year’s Science 
Revue for your hard work which ensured we started 2008 in a 
much stronger position than we have ever done before.  I would 
like to extend this thanks to every single member of the 2008 
executive and production team – you guys have all put in so 
much hard work, and it is really starting to show!  Really...  
Words can’t describe how much I appreciate the work you have 
put into this show.  We should totally do coffee or something – 
I’ll get my people to talk to your people...

Anyway!  I hope that you, our humble audience, enjoy all the 
work that our team has put into “Radius of the Lost Arc”.  Much 
sleep has been lost and miseries have been drowned away as 
a result of this show.  And despite all our work  to date, the 
chances are that the show will completely change 10 times in 
the days between me writing these notes and the show opening – 
but that’s why revues are so fun to work on!  Sure, they involve 
hard work and long hours, but at the same time, they are unlike 
any other show because they are so dynamic and malleable - de-
pending on current affairs, or who you feel like lampooning on 
a given night....

I would also like to send an extra special thanks to our two 
directors Nick & Alistair – they are both simply awesome.  If 
you see them at the pub after the show, or around campus in 
the coming weeks, you should totally buy them a drink...  To 
quote Ian Thorpe, they are fully [sic]. 
Ok, one bad joke is enough (for now), so I think there is nothing 
more to say other than sit back, relax, and enjoy the 2008 Sci-
ence Revue – RADIUS OF THE LOST ARC!!

Patryck Allen   -   Producer
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Take On Me
Taken away
Stolen by an evil villain 
The arc de triumph
We need our not so young hero
To save the day
Just gotta find the arc, ok 

Get Indy (Indiana)
Indy Jones (Indiana)
We need him
For an hour or two
Needless to say
Here is our action hero
Alhough its cliche
Re-turn-ing-from his latest sequel
Say after me
No other sequel I’d rather see
Here’s Indy (Indiana)
Indy Jones (Indiana)
He’ll live on
For a film or two

Oh Oh I’ll sa-ve the da-y
Find the arc and take all your
Worries away
With Formulae I’ve got to 
remember
Send in me
And I’ll solve this mystery
Go Indy (Indiana)
Indy Jones (Indiana)
He’ll live on
For an hour or two
 
Go Indy (Indiana)
Indy Jones (Indiana)
He’ll be here
For an hour or two

Amazing Space
Amazing Space, beyond the clouds
goes to infinity
It contains all that can be found
It holds all that we see

T’was Space the fi-i-nal frontier
That made me first conceive
To be a cosmic pioneer
Take off from Earth and leave

To many planets, near and far
I have already been;
T’was Space that first showed me 
the stars
and Space that keeps me keen

The ‘Verse has promised many 
things
Existence it secures.
It may be quarks or may be 
strings,
But matter still endures.

Amazing Space, beyond the clouds
goes to infinity
It contains all that can be found
It holds all that we see
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AlHarry Medley 
Two steps away from the throne 
line 
Two steps to get the crown  
Two guys I’m gonna have to cut 
’em down 

Will and Charles? 

One way, to get the power 
One way to take the throne 

This guy makes me want to work 
alone 
Yes sir! Well said! 
Bastard! 

You’re dead!

Although I may be wise 
Harry has no use for my life
I can take a hint, gotta face the 
facts 
You only really need my plan!
Damn! 
He will take the arc and then the 
power 
All he wants to do is rule the world 
I blame mum and dad they spoiled 
him rotten! 

Lots of waterslides, helicopter rides 
Tell you all about it when I’ve got 
the crown!

Prince Harry! Our Majesty! 
Harry the nazi! 
Good a king as you’re ev’r likely to 
see 

He’s gonna take over the world 
His plans already unfurled 
With smaller ears than Charles! 
It’s Prince Harry! 

He’s built seventy-five homes for 
orphans 
Army tanks he has driven thirteen!
When he goes to an upper class 
party 
Grabs all the chicks 
Then has a drink 
Dressed as a proper nazi

I could build you a world 
Spread your reign past your 
borders
Tell me Harry, 
now why should you not be the first 
in line? 
I do not tell a lie
I will not steal your thunder
leave your new reign asunder
I will be there by your side

In a whole new world 
A brand new aristocracy 
Go out and tell them no, 
And where to go! 

Would that not be demeaning? 

It’s your whole new world! 
(As the king I will rise)
No need to stress about the plebs. 
(I don’t think this gets better)
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Your will is yours alone, 
Once you have the throne, 
We’ll use his plan to make this 
world anew 

A whole new world
My whole new world
It’s you and me
...Just me
The plans in place 
There’ll be no trace 
The king is ME! 

You only got one thousand blue 
eyed men
Gonna need three thousand more

But General I’m real tough cause 
in my den
I’ve got some real esprit de corps
I got some fighters in my corner 
now
Some heavy ammunition for my 
krauts
I got some punch, pizzazz, yahoo 
and how
See all I gotta do is give a shout
And they’ll say

Mister Prince Harry, sir
What will your pleasure be?
We will take your orders                        
Then the crown
You ain’t gonna lose with this army
No no no

The world’s your oyster now
It’s yours complet-a-ly
I just holler what it is I want
I ain’t gonna lose with this army

Can your men do this?
Can your men do that? 
Can your men go fight, and knock 
‘em flat?
Can your men go, BOOM?
I think it’s clear
My men can win the battle, 
SCISSOR KICK!

Now Harry just you listen here

Well don’t just sit there making up 
your mind
 you got the weapon and it’s in 
your lair,
you’d regret it if you hadn’t tried,
to get the arc - Its too big! - Yeah!
It’s got the power to lift you up! 
Gosh those French, they’re really 
in the know
And to let that awesome power out
All you gotta do is shrink it down-
and oh

My dear Prince Harry, sir, what 
happens to the Queen?
Well lets just say, she’d better pray
You will never have a King, never 
have a King
You will never have a King, never 
have a King
You will never have a King like-
him!
You will never have a King like me!
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Feed on Me
Sometimes after death,
We all need brains, we all need 
marrow
But, because we are slow,
We always know, we could go 
hungry

Feed on me, when you’re not 
strong,
And I’ll be your prey, I’ll be your 
carrion
For it won’t be long,
‘till I’m gonna need somebody to 
feed on
 
Please, swallow my bile
If I have flesh, you must devour
For no one can feel those of your 
bites
That don’t have power

Feed on me, it isn’t wrong,
To halt your decay
you’ll be my prey
I’ll be your carrion
(feed on me)
For it won’t be long,
‘till I’m gonna need 
somebody to feed on

You just gnaw on your brother, 
when you need a hand,
we all need somebody to feed on.
I just might have a tasty pituitary 
gland,
we all need somebody to feed on.

If you need a brain
To halt your decay, to stave away 
hunger
I’ll bear all the pain,
I’ll lend my brain, if you just gnaw 
on me

Feed on me, all the day long,
And you’ll be my prey, you’ll be 
my carrion
For it won’t be long,
‘till I’m gonna need somebody to 
feed on

You just gnaw on your brother, I 
do not taste bland,
we all need somebody to feed on.
I would like to be part of your 
diet’ry plan 
we all need somebody to feed on.

Feed on me, when you’re not 
strong,
And I’ll be your prey, I’ll be your 
carrion
For it won’t be long,
‘till I’m gonna need somebody to 
feed on

feed on me
you can feed on me
you can feed on me
you can feed on me
you can feed on me
you can feed on me
you can feed on me
you can feed-on-me
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Calibration
Yahoo! It’s a calibration
Yahoo! It’s a calibration
 
Calibrate Stonehenge, come on! 
(Let’s calibrate)
Calibrate Stonehenge, come on! 
(Let’s calibrate)
 
If there’s a problem in your life you 
fear,
Administration is yelling in your 
ear
Bring out your bull-whip, and your 
side-kick too
It’s time to calibrate a thing or two
 
Come on now
Calibration
Lets all calibrate and fight some 
crime
Calibration
We gonna calibrate in double time
 
It’s time to fight together
It’s up to you, find that treasure
Everyone around the world
Come on!
 
Yahoo! It’s a calibration
Yahoo!
Calibrate Stonehenge, come on! 
It’s a calibration
Calibrate Stonehenge, come on! 
Let’s calibrate

We’re gonna calibrate all night 
(Ca-li-bra-tion)
Let’s calibrate, it’s all right
We’re gonna calibrate all night 
(Ca-li-bra-tion)
Let’s calibrate, it’s all right
  
Calibrate Stonehenge, come on! 
(Let’s calibrate)
Calibrate Stonehenge, come on!
It’s a calibration!
Calibrate Stonehenge, come on! 
(Let’s calibrate)
Come on and calibrate Stonehenge, 
tonight!
 
Let’s CALIBRATE!
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